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The MBP 150/50 Combination Emergency
Safety Shower / Body Shower or Drench
Shower / Deluge Shower including Eyebath /
MBP 150/50
MBP 150/50
Face Wash Fountain suitable for indoor use and
Wall mounting
Wall mounting
floor mounting. This product is entirely made of
GRP and has an external 63 mm / internal 53
mm standpipe with a 1 ¼ " BSP external water
connection and floor mounting plate and is
combined with the MB 50 Eyebath / Face Wash
Fountain which has an “unbreakable” ABS bowl
and hinged lid (including sign). The lid is at the
MBP 150/50
same time the operation of the Eyebath (pull
with Panel type
forwards down and the water starts running).
foot treadle
When the lid is pushed back and closed the
(small model)
eyebath stops automatically. Because of this
hinged lid the Eyebath remains clean and
hygienic. A drain is present on the collection tray
of the eye shower. Also with the eye shower all parts (including valves, perlators, drainage, etc.) are made
of plastic.
The Eyebath is equipped with diffusers (optional supplemented with black rubber Eye cups). These
diffusers give a gentle aerated soft spray pattern which feels pleasant for the eyes. A drain is present on the
bowl of the Eyebath. Also a Flow regulator is present on the unit in order to achieve a good spraying
pattern. The Eyebath can have an option that the Eyebath drains empty after usage. Standard we have a
bottom water inlet, but this can be changed to any position you require. Special Shower head (spray angle
full cone 60° and gives rotation to the water) for an effective and efficient operation. The body shower is
operated by means of a operation handle / lever halfway through the shower. On the other hand, one can
optionally choose to provide the body shower with a pull handle. Minimum water pressure is 2 bar.

Click on the blue button to see a unique and detailed interactive 3d model of the MB 150 serie. With this
you can have a 360 degrees view of the MB 150 series and the most relevant product options. Other shower
models are also available in 3d view.
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